
Refrigerator - freezer

USER'S     MANUAL

HD-413FWMODEL:



Structure Illustration
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The sample cutline is representation of this series of refrigerator,which have
 similar structure and different capacity . 
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Freezer temperature control knob

Freezer compartment shelf

Refrigerator temperature control knob

Lamp switch

Refrigerator compartment shelf

Vegetable bin

Freezer door rail

Simple rack(short)

Simple rack(long)

Adjustable feet
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1.Install  on  a  completely  flat  and  rigid  surface.

   Level  the  refrigerator  by  rotating  the  leveling

   Legs    located   at    the    front    two    corners.

   The   refrigerator   is   then  securely  positioned.

2.Leave  at  least   2  cm  between  both   sides  of

   the  refrigerator  and  the  wall,  and   at  least  30  

   cm  between   the  top  of   the   refrigerator   and  

   the   surface   immediately   above,  so   that  the 

   refrigerator    will     not     touch    any     of    the  

   surrounding  surfaces.

3.Choose   a   location   which  is   not   expose  t o

   sunlight,   relatively  free   from   dust,  heat   and 

   humidity,  and  offers  good   ventilation.

Above 30 cm

Above 2 cm

3. Cautions for Safety3. Cautions for Safety

1.The power plug should have its own

   socket,  as  adapter may  cause  the  

   socket  to  overheat. 

2.Don't  store   inflammable  materials

   such  as ether, benzine, LP  gas and

   glue  etc  in  the  refrigerator.

2 Instructions for installation2 Instructions for installation

3.The  appliance  is  not  intended  for use  by  y oung  c hildren o  r i n firm p  ersons

   without  supervision ; Young  children  should  be  supervised  to  ensure  that  

   they  do  not   play  w ith  the  appliance.

4.If the supply cord  is  damaged, it must be  replaced  by  a  special  cord  or 

    assembly  available  from  the  manufacturer  or  its  service  agent.



4. Usage Instructions 4. Usage Instructions 
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3. Cautions for Safety3. Cautions for Safety

6.Don't  splash   water  on  the  refrigerator,

   for   this    may   cause    malfunction   or  

   electric  shock.

7. When gas leaks  from its  container,
    don't  pull  the  plug,  out  or  in, for  
    it   may   arouse  sparks   and   fire  
    calamities.

5.WARNING---The  customer  don't  allow  to  replace  or  repair  the  power  

   cord  and  plug  privately, only  trained  and  qualified  service  personnel 

   should  repair  or  service  refrigerator  equipment.

Temperature adjustment                Usually in Mid position

    Freezer  temperature

Refrigerator  temperature

Refrigerator

temperature

    Freezer

temperature

Temperatrue 

      change

Mid     ColderCold Mid     ColderCold
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       Temperature knob is to be adjusted temperature of refrigerator and freezer. 

Normally, You could place the knob at Mid position. Please turn the knob on the  

number" 8"  if the user rapidly freezes the food. After freezing, please turn the 

knob on the "figure".



4. Usage Instructions4. Usage Instructions

3.Refrigeration

4.Placement of food

     There  should  always  be  some  

space between  food  to  maintain   

cold  air  circulation.

     Fruits,   vegetables    are   to   be  

stored  in  vegetable   case.  Wrap  

them with fresh preservation paper

to  avoid  drying.

     Food   should  be  wrapped  tidily  

to  avoid  them  from  becoming  dry     

and  with odour.

     Hot  foodstuffs  should  be  cooled

 down   before  being   placed   in  the 

 compartments. Otherwise  th e in ternal   

temperature   of   the   compartments

 or  electric  consumptio n w ill  increase.

Complete  automatic  defrosting  process  is  adopted   to  the  design  of  this 

refrigerator  to  make  gas  usage  of  the  product  hastles  free.

5.Automatic defrosting

      Foods with rich water substance  

such  as  bean c urd  a nd  v egetable   

should   be   stored    in    the    front  

bottom   part   o f  the   refrigerato r 

compartment     to     avoid     being  

frozen.

care for being frozen 
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Meats frozen freshly can help main-

tain their nourishment.

2.Freezing



5. Cautions for Use5. Cautions for Use

Over te
n minutes 

1.The  more   food  stuff  is  put  in the  

refrigerator or the more frequent and 

the  longer  the  doors  are  opened,

the  more  the  electric consum ption 

will    be,   intimately   even   leading 

to malfunction.

2.It  is  better  not   to  place  objects

which   are   too  heavy,  pointed   or  

are corrosive  on  the  refrigerator .

3.  Only  replug  the  electric  power 

after a n  interval  of over  ten m inutes.

4. Don't  store  bottled  drink  in  the

freezer, so as to prevent  them from 

being  broken  .

5.Open the doors as less as possible  

during  power  supply  breakdown.

6.Don't  touch  food or c ontainers in 

the  interior  compartm ent  with your 

wet  hands  so  as  to  prevent  frost.
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6. Maintenance6. Maintenance

2.Cleansers   such   as   soap  powder,

abrasive     cleaning     powder,    alkali

cleansers,    chemical    cloth,   thinner,

alcohol,    acid     petroleum     product

and   hot   water   should  not   be  used  

to  clean the  refrigerator  a s  t hey  m ay  

damage    the     painted    cover    and  

plastics.

3.The  drain   pan  should  be  cleaned 

at  least  once  a  year.

5.As  the  door  gasket  is  easy  to  be

dirtied   and    fogged,   so    clean    it

frequently.

1.While   cleaning    the   refrigerator, 
pull out the electric  power plug, rub 
carefully   with   a    piece    of   cloth 
socked  with  natural  cleanser  then 
wipe  with  clean  water.

4.If the refrigerator is  out  of use for 
a  long   time,  please  pull   out  the 
plug,  clean  and   dry   the   interior 
compartment, then close  the doors 
tightly.
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7. Installing and Removing the Accessories7. Installing and Removing the Accessories

8. The following cases are not malfunction8. The following cases are not malfunction

1. To  dismantle  the   slide  shelf,

  pull  it  straight upward  levellingly.   

Installing   it   just   in  t he oppo site 

 way.

1.The  sides  of  refrigerator  heat  up.  while  the  condenser  is   working, but 
this  will  not  influence  on  storage  performance.
2.It  takes  a  span  of  time for the temperature of  the freezer and refrigerator 
compartments  to  become   cold   while  the  refrigerator   is   working:  If  the 
temperature  of  the  two  compartments  are  higher  while  he  refrigerator  is 
working,  it  takes  a  span  of  time  for  the  temperature  of  the  two  compa-
rtments  to decrease.

3.The surface of the compressor becomes hot:  It  is  normal  for  the  surface 
of  the  compressor  to  get  hot  in  good  working  cond ition.  Don 't  touch  it 
with  your  hands.

2.If  you  need  to  replace  the  lamp,

pls  according  to  below  instruction,

.Pull  out  the  power  plug  first,

.

.Hold  the  both  side  of  lamp-chim-

   ney, take out it follow the  arrowhead 

   direction in the photo,

.Unscrew  the  old  lamp; replace  the

    new lamp,

.install  the  lamp-chimney  again.
     Note: the lamp power is  10W.

Aim at the bolt ora.Screw the
      bolt lax by tools.
   

4.When you hear a sound like water flowing:
The sound like water flowing is actually the refrigeratant (cooling gas) flowing.
It does not indicate a malfunction.
5.When condensation forms on the outside of the refrigerator:
Condensation may form on the outside when the humidity is high e.g. 
during a wet season. This is the same as when ice water is poured into a 
glass. It does not, therfore, indicate a failure. Wipe the surface dry with a dry 
cloth.



9. Trouble Shooting9. Trouble Shooting

If any case of malfunction happens, please inspect and dispel it according 
to the methods shown  in the following table:

If the above methods does not solve the problem, please contact the 
service centres for assistance  without any delay.

Situation

Water leaks from  
refrigerator 

compartment

Noises

Compressor does 
not stop working

 automatically

Foods frozen in
 the refrigerator 
compartment

Not cooling
sufficiently

Not refrigerating

Inspection

Check if there is a power failure.
Check if the power cord is plugged into the power outlet.
Check that the fuse (or circuit-breaker)has not blown.

The food may be packed too tight together which block
the flow of cool air.
You may have put in something hot or a lot of foodstuffs 
into the refrigerator.
The temperature control dial may not have been set properly.
The door may not have been closed properly.
The door gasket may be damaged.
The refrigerator may not be well ventilated.
There may be insufficient space between the refrigerator
and the surfaces immediate to the sides and top.

Have the temperature controls of the compartment 
and small case been set to "colder" position?
Is the normal surrounding temperature bellow 5 ?
Have the foodstuff  been put too crowdedly?

Is the drainage pipe blocked ?
Is there any leakage from some objects stored in it?

Is the rerigerator installed firmly?
Has  the refrigerator been struck by some other objects?

Is the food stored too much at one time?
Are the doors opened too frequently or too long?
Are the temperature controls of freezer and refrigerator 
compartments set to "colder"position?
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